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The *Lotus Sutra*, an important Mahāyāna Buddhist scripture, influenced many East Asian Buddhist traditions such as the Tiantai School in China and Korea, its Japanese Tendai derivative, and Nichiren based traditions in Japan. A recent paper argued that the *Lotus Sutra* had a significant place in the history of Indian Buddhism (Apple 2016). This essay examines the place of the *Lotus Sutra* in Tibetan Buddhist history and culture. Part 1 outlines the initial Tibetan translations of the *Lotus Sutra* in the late eighth century and highlights Tibetan Buddhist understandings of the *Lotus Sutra* in the early history of Buddhism in Tibetan culture. Part 2 examines the Tibetan understanding of the *Lotus Sutra* among scholarly commentators from the twelfth century up to the present day.
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Introduction

The *Saddharmapundarikasūtra* (hereafter, *Lotus Sutra*) has been a significant Mahāyāna Buddhist scripture in the history of South, Central, and East Asia. A recently published, and well-regarded, dictionary on Buddhism claims that the *Lotus Sutra* is “perhaps the most influential of all Mahāyāna sūtras” (Buswell and Lopez 2014). Certainly, East Asian Buddhist schools such as Tiantai in China and Korea, its Japanese Tendai offshoot, and Japanese traditions based on Nichiren centered their teachings around the *Lotus Sutra*. What of the place of the *Lotus Sutra* in Tibetan forms of Buddhism? A recent publication claims that “the sūtra is of little importance in Tibet” (Lopez 2016:28). Is this claim accurate? Part 1 of this essay outlines the place of the *Lotus Sutra* in Tibetan Buddhist history and culture. Part 2 examines the Tibetan understanding of the *Lotus Sutra* among scholarly commentators from the twelfth century up to the present day. The essay concludes that the *Lotus Sutra* has a place in Tibetan Buddhist history and culture that is more than commonly acknowledged.

The *Lotus Sutra* in the Tibetan Imperial Era (6th–9th centuries) ¹

The appearance of the *Lotus Sutra* in Tibetan culture is intimately related to the introduction of Buddhism into Tibet and the subsequent translation of a great amount of Buddhist scriptures sanctioned by imperial decree and financial support. According to indigenous Tibetan

¹ This section appropriates material found in Apple 2014b.
historians, Buddhism (sangs rgyas kyi chos) first appeared in Tibet around the fourth century CE. Although modern scholars consider these early accounts to be legendary, they may indicate plausible historical developments where some knowledge of Buddhism came to Tibet in the latter phases of its prehistory, as Buddhism was already well established in all surrounding geographical areas, including China to the east, India and Nepal to the south, and in the Central Asian city states to the north. Along these lines, the *Lotus Sutra* was present in all these surrounding areas by this time as Dharmarakṣa’s translation of this Mahāyāna scripture, the *Zhengfahua jing* 正法華經 (T.263) had been translated in 285 CE with Indian and Kuchean collaborators (Boucher 2006), and Kumārajiva, a native of Kucha, completed his translation, the *Miaofalianhua jing* 妙法蓮華經 (T. no.262, 9), in 406 CE. Be this as it may, it would be several centuries before a translation of the *Lotus Sutra* would appear in Tibetan.

Tibet enters recorded history during the reign of the Emperor (btsan-po) Srong-btsan sgam-po (c. 605–649), the thirty-third ruler of Yarlung, who is considered by traditional Tibetan historians as the first “ruler of the [Buddha]dharma” (chos rgyal). Traditional Tibetan scholars credit Srong-btsan sgam-po with introducing a system of writing, the systematization of a law code, and the introduction of Buddhism into Tibet. Even though there is not much historical evidence to support the claims that Srong-btsan sgam-po actively promulgated Buddhism, he at least granted some degree of toleration to this foreign system of beliefs and practices. Legendary accounts describe how the emperor sent his minister Thon-mi-saṃ-bho-ta to Kashmir and India in order to develop a script for the Tibetan language, ostensively for the translation of Buddhist scriptures.² Importantly, early historical sources mention that Thon-mi-saṃ-bho-ta brought back with him a number of texts of dharma (chos) including the *Pad ma dkar po*, “the White Lotus,” or *Lotus Sutra*. Later sources will list twenty-one texts that Thon-mi-saṃ-bho-ta brought back to Tibet, all of which were affiliated with the bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara (see Part 2). However, the earliest sources mention that he only brought back a few texts, that the Tibetans were unable to
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translate or read them, and that the texts were sealed and placed in a
treasury within the ancient royal castle of Phying-ba stag-rtse. As this
account illustrates, the cultural conditions were not yet suitable for the
full importation of Buddhism and the translation of Buddhist texts into
Tibet.

Buddhism would become firmly established in Tibet during the
reign of Khri-srong lde-bstan (755-c. 800 CE) and for this reason later
Tibetan historians considered him the second “ruler of the [Buddha]
dharma” among the early Tibetan monarchs. The reign of this monarch
marked the rapid expansion of Tibetan military power concomitant with
the adaption and assimilation of Buddhism. At the beginning of his reign,
by 755 CE, Tibetan military forces had expanded the empire into Bengal,
and they even briefly occupied the Chinese capital of Chang’an in 763
CE. The young emperor officially converted to Buddhism at the age of
twenty (762 CE) (Kapstein 2006: 67–68). The emperor then made the
decision to build Bsam-yas (“inconceivable”), Tibet’s first Buddhist
monastery, in consultation with the erudite Indian monk Śāntarakṣita
(723–787 CE), a Mahāyāna scholar from Bengal. Slightly before the final
consecration of Bsam-yas in 779 CE, seven “most awakened” men (sad-
dmi-mi-bdun) were chosen for ordination as the first monks (dge-slrong) in
Tibet. At the time of Bsam-yas’s final consecration, several hundred
people, including female nobles, took monastic vows (Wangdu and
Diemberger 2000: 73). From this point forward in Tibetan Buddhist
history, monastic communities within Tibet followed the monastic code
(vinaya) of the Indian Mūlasarvāstivāda order.

With the establishment of monastic communities, early translation
teams and study units were formed for the translation of Buddhist
scriptures from Sanskrit and Chinese, and probably Central Asia
languages such as Khotanese as well (Wangdu and Diemberger 2000:
69–71). Translation procedures mostly likely were initiated by
Śāntarakṣita and his translators as early as 763 CE, based on
terminological lists drafted from the translation of Mahāyāna sūtras such
as the Ratnamegha, Lankāvatāra, and possibly the Lotus Sutra. The
emperor established a Buddhist council at his court and a committee for
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3 Wangdu and Diemberger 2000: 27.
the translation of dharma (*dar ma bsgyur ba’i lo cha pa’i sgra*) (Scherrer-Schaub 2002). At the time of Bsam-yas monastery’s consecration (779 CE), the emperor issued an edict (*bka’-gtsigs*) and authoritative statement (*bka’-mchid*) regarding the introduction of Buddhism into Tibet and its Imperial support.

In the 780s, Tibetan military expansion extended into northwest China up into the Ordos region (Beckwith 1987: 148–156), including areas along the Silk Route and the major Buddhist oasis-state of Dunhuang. These martial activities prompted exchanges between various currents of Buddhism in central Tibet, Silk Route border areas, and Dunhuang. As mentioned, the rapid expansion of the Tibetan empire was connected with the adaptation of Buddhism, which as Kapstein (2000:59) has suggested, “promoted a particular, well-ordered, cosmological framework,…the ethical and ritual mastery of the cosmos it promoted…and the institutional mastery of techniques…which conformed with the bureaucratic requirements of empire.” One of these techniques for the bureaucratic requirement of Tibetan empire, I wish to suggest, was the distribution and forced copying of early Tibetan translations of Mahāyāna sūtras in the border areas of the Silk Route and Dunhuang during this period. Recovered from the border region of Endere, for instance, were fragments of the Old Tibetan version of the *Śālistambasūtra* (Barnett and Francke 1907) as well as a large manuscript of the Old Tibetan version of the *Lotus Sutra* (Karashima 2007). Old Tibetan fragments of the *Lotus Sutra* (IOL Tib J 190, 191, 192; Stein T 193.2) were recovered from Dunhuang as well. In addition to the distribution and copying of Tibetan translations of sūtras, the Tibetans also sought out important Buddhist teachers in these regions.

One such individual was Tankuang 曱曠, a well-regarded Yogācāra master who had studied in the Ximing-si temple and then arrived in Dunhuang, at the latest, in 763 CE. During the Tibetan occupation of Dunhuang, Tankuang composed his *Dasheng ershi’er wen* 大乘二十二問 (“Twenty-two questions concerning Mahāyāna”), a dialogue in which he responds to twenty-two questions of the Tibetan King Khri-srong lde-btsan. In his response to question eighteen, Tankuang discussed the
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doctrine of the single vehicle (一乘, Ch. yisheng, Skt. ekayāna) while making reference to the *Samdhinirmocanasūtra* and the *Lotus Sutra*. This text demonstrates that the Emperor, as well as his Tibetan translators, must have had sufficient knowledge of the *Samdhinirmocanasūtra* and the *Lotus Sutra* to comprehend the detailed doctrinal points that Tankuang elucidates. In his discussion, Tankuang outlines the Yogācāra position of three separate vehicles as opposed to the single vehicle (ekayāna) position of the *Lotus Sutra*. According to Tankuang, the difference between these doctrines is due to the fact that, for him, the *Lotus Sutra* was taught after the *Samdhinirmocanasūtra*. Although Tankuang emphasized differences among sutras concerning three separate vehicles and the one single vehicle, he concluded that the one single vehicle is the ultimate truth.

In addition to seeking out instructions from Chinese teachers such as Tankuang, Khri-srong lde-bstan requested an arrangement with China (781 CE) to send two Buddhist monks, replaced every two years, for teaching Buddhism (Demiéville 1952: 184n2). During this time as well, Khri-srong lde-btsan brought a Chinese Chan master known as *Heshang* 和尚 (monk) Moheyaw (摩訶衍), or hva shang Mahāyāna in Tibetan, to central Tibet. Moheyaw taught a system of meditation (*dhyāna*) that was current in the Dunhuang region at this time and gained as many as five thousand Tibetan followers (Demiéville 1952: 25, 154), including noble ladies from prominent clans residing at the royal court (Wangdu and Diemberger 2000: 76–77). Moheyaw’s teachings were controversial in that he advocated a spontaneous path to Buddhahood (*cig car pa* or *ston mun pa*; Ch. *dunmen*) involving sudden awakening (*dunwu*). These teachings and the patronage they generated troubled Indian scholar-monks residing at Bsam-yas who taught a path of gradual attainment (*rim gyis pa* or *btsen min pa*; Ch. *jianmen*). As a result of these ostensive doctrinal differences, along with underlying factional socio-political factors (Richardson 1998: 198–215), Moheyaw and his followers became involved in a discussion or debate (ca. 792–794 CE) with Śāntarakṣita’s disciple Kamalaśīla, who had been invited by the
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5 W. Pachow, *A study of the Twenty-two dialogues on Mahāyāna Buddhism*. Taipei, Taiwan: [publisher not identified], page 65.
The emperor to settle the disputes. Chinese and Tibetan sources differ as to whether Heshang Moheyen or Kamalahila emerged victorious in this dispute. Whatever may be the exact historical events that occurred at this debate in Tibet, if the debate even happened at all, the literature associated with the figures in this debate indicate several interesting points. Based on Dunhuang documents, Heshang Mohoyen relied primarily on the Lankāvatārasūtra and Prajñāpāramitā as proof texts to authorize his viewpoints while Kamalahila relied upon the Saṃdhinirmocanasūtra (see his Bhāvanākrama works). At the same time, both scholars cited the Lotus Sutra as a proof text in regard to the doctrine of the single vehicle (ekayāna). In addition to this, in a work that Kamalahila explicitly composed for the Tibetan king Khri-srong lde-btsan (Keira 2004:7–8), the Madhyamakāloka, the Lotus Sutra is cited five times in its final section where he advocates the future buddhahood of all beings and defends the theory of ekayāna. An example of Kamalahila’s influence upon the Tibetans for understanding the Lotus Sutra will be indicated in Part 2 when Pad-dkar bzang-po (15th century) classifies the Lotus Sutra as evincing Yogācāra-Madhyamaka views. By the end of Khri-srong lde-btsan’s reign, the Lotus Sutra had been officially translated and was known to the court and the Imperially supported monastic community.

The Tibetan support of Buddhism spread widely among the educated classes and was continued by Khri-srong lde-btsan’s successors Mu-ne btsan-po, Khri-lde srong-btsan, alias Sad-na-legs (r. 804–815 CE), and Khri-gtsug lde-btsan, alias Ral-pa-can (r. 815–838 CE) (Sørensen 1994: 404–427). Translation activity that had begun under Khri-srong lde-btsan expanded with increased royal support. Teams of Indian paññītas and Tibetan translators (lo-tsa-ba) worked together to translate hundreds of Buddhist texts. These teams included Indian scholars such as Jinamitra, Dānaśila, and Prajñāavarman, as well as Tibetan master translators such as Cog-ro Klu’i-rgyal-mtshan, Ska-ba Dpal-brtseg, and Ye-shes-sde (Jñānasena). The extensive translation activity included works from the Mūlasarvāstivādin Vinaya, texts of Abhidharma,
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6 See the analysis of Dunhuang documents in Dar rgyas, 2015:187ff, 216, 228.
7 Madhyamakāloka, D 237a4ff, D 238b2.
commentaries on Cittamātra and Madhyamaka thought, as well as Mahāyāna sūtras and Buddhist Tantras.

In 812 CE Dpal-brtseg and Gnubs Nam-mkha’i snying-po compiled an authoritative catalog (dkar-chag) of Buddhist text translations in the palace of Lhan-kar-ma in Stong-thang. The inventory of 736 translations provided an early prototype for what would become the massive collections of the Tibetan translation canon of the Kanjur (bka’-’gyur, “translation of the [Buddha’s Word]”) and Tanjur (bstan-’gyur, “translation of the commentarial works”).

The Lhan kar ma catalog lists the Lotus Sutra among its fourth division of various Mahāyāna sūtras (theg pa chen po’i mdo sde sna tshogs) as the ’Phags pa dam pa’i chos padma dkar po (Skt.: ārya-sad-dharma-पुन्दरिकmahāyāna-sūtra) in 3,900 ślokas or 13 bam po (shlo ka sum stong dgu brgya ste/bam po bcu gsum) (Herrmann-Pfandt 2008:44–45). The Lhan kar ma catalog also lists two commentaries that were affiliated with the Lotus Sutra. The ’Phags pa puṇḍa ri ka’i don bsduś pa (Skt.: *Ārya-Puṇḍarīka-pindṛṭha), a brief work listed as 100 ślokas in length, was lost by the time of Bu-ston rin-chen in the fourteenth century (Herrmann-Pfandt 2008: 308). The other commentary, the extensive ’Phags pa puṇḍa ri ka’i ’grel pa (Skt. Ārya-saddharma-पुन्दरिकवृत्त) in 6,000 ślokas, was attributed to Prthivībandhu (Sa’i rtsa lag) in its colophon yet translated from Chinese. Lopez (2016:28–29) claims Prthivībandhu (Tib. Sa’i rtsa lag) is Kuiji 窺基 (632–682), the famous disciple of Xuanzang. Moreover, the Tibetan translation includes only part of Kuiji’s commentary, ending at Chapter Eleven. Nevertheless, this commentary influenced later Tibetan scholars in their understanding of the Lotus Sutra (see Part 2 on Lama ’Phags pa).

Tibetan emperors also sponsored two other catalogues of Buddhist texts in addition to the Lhan-kar-ma, the Mchims-phu-ma and the ’Phang-tha-ma. While the Mchims-phu-ma catalogue is still missing, the ’Phang-thang-ma Catalogue, long considered lost, has recently been recovered and has 960 titles among which the forty-third entry is the Lotus Sutra listed as the ’Phags pa dam pa’i chos pad ma dkar po also in 13 bam po (see Herrmann-Pfandt 2008). These catalogues demonstrate the extensive translation work conducted in Tibet during the late eighth and early ninth century and indicate that the Lotus Sutra had a place in
early Tibetan canonical catalogs.

During the reign of Khri-lde srong-btsan (798–800, 802–815 CE), alias Sad-na-legs, in 814 CE, a culminating authoritative decision (bkas bcad) was issued regarding translation procedures and terminological standardization that was initiated during the reign of Khri-srong lde-btsan. The authoritative decision certified the standardization of “dharma-language” (chos kyi skad), regulated the rules for the translation of Buddhist texts, and provided guidelines for the coining of new terminology. The decisions of the emperor are preserved in the lexicographical commentary of the Two Fascicle Lexicon (sGra-sbyor bam-po nyis-pa) and the accompanying register (dkar-chag) of over nine thousand Sanskrit terms with Tibetan equivalents known as the Mahāvyutpati (bye-brag-tu rtogs-pa chen-po). In addition to the over nine thousand terminological entries, the Mahāvyutpatti also contains 283 semantic rubrics. As Pagel (2007: 154) suggests, these rubrics may be divided into three genres. The first genre is based on established specific lists from preceding Indian Buddhist scriptural sources, the second consist of specific lists but are from a wide variety of sources, and the third is without Indian Buddhist precedent. In brief, for our purposes here, an important rubric within the third genre is the list of 104 titles of Buddhist holy texts (saddharmanāmāni) found in the sixty-fifth rubric of the Mahāvyutpatti. The tenth text listed is the Lotus Sutra.8 This prominent listing demonstrates that the Lotus Sutra was considered one of the most important of Buddhist holy texts for the Indians and Tibetans who compiled the Mahāvyutpatti in the early ninth century.

Although this category of scriptural classification needs further investigation, the trajectory of this classification for Tibetan Buddhist culture will be that all Mahāyāna scriptures among these 104 titles are considered part of Śākyamuni’s proclamation of sacred teachings (dam pa’i chos, saddharma). Tibetan commentators throughout the history of Buddhism in Tibet will utilize a variety of hermeneutical techniques and arguments to differentiate interpretable (Tib. drang ba’i don, Skt. neyārtha) from definitive (nges pa’i don, nītārtha) teachings between, and even within, Buddhist scriptures. For the most part, the Lotus Sutra will
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8 Mahāvyutpatti #1335 (Sakaki 1962:102); #1339 (Ishikawa 1990:71).
be considered a definitive teaching for Tibetan scholars. This differs from the historical reception and interpretation of Buddhist scriptures in East Asian Buddhist traditions. In general, Buddhist texts came to China in a haphazard manner over a period of decades and centuries. An exegetical practice that developed, particularly after the fifth century in China, was *jiaoxiang panshi* 教相判釋, the “classification and interpretation of the characteristics of the doctrine.” Chinese Buddhists sought to organize the different teachings found in the variety of Buddhist texts coming into East Asia. Chinese Buddhist traditions developed different points of analysis to organize Buddhist scriptures, some based on chronological order, others based on classification of content, but one trajectory of this development was the emphasis on a specific scripture as the apex of a particular tradition. For example, the Tiantai school placed emphasis on the *Lotus Sutra* while Huayan placed emphasis on the *Avatamsakasūtra*. In brief, this type of emphasis on one particular scripture, particularly among Mahāyāna sūtras, did not develop among Tibetan traditions.

The officially sanctioned Tibetan translation of the *Lotus Sutra* was carried out by the translation team comprised of the Indian Surendrabodhi (Tib. *lha’i dbang po byang chub*) and the great Tibetan editor sNa-nam Ye-shes-sde. Surendrabodhi is listed second among the list of translators at the beginning of the *Two Fascicle Lexicon* after Jinamitra. Surendrabodhi and sNa-nam Ye-shes-sde translated the *Lotus Sutra* from Sanskrit into Tibetan according to the revised dharma-language certified by the Emperor’s authoritative descision. Surendrabodhi worked on a number of translations found in Tibetan Kanjurs, including the *Vaiśālīpraveśa-mahāsūtra* and the *Adbhutadharmaparyāya*, among numerous other works. As Skilling has noted, Surendrabodhi, who may have been from Kashmir, often worked
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10 As Kapstein (2006:232) has remarked, “Institutional, lineage-based, and philosophical or doctrinal ways of thinking about religious adherence in Tibet were thus complementary, and to varying degrees intersected with or diverged from one another.” The exact classification of schools in Tibetan Buddhism has been a complex problem for both traditional and modern scholars.
with Ye-shes-sde and they were most likely active sometime in the first
decade of the ninth century (804 to 816 CE).

The Tibetan version of the *Lotus Sutra* belongs to the Gilgit-
Nepalese recension of the *Lotus Sutra*, rather the Central Asian
recension. This also includes the earlier translations from Dunhuang and
Khotan (Ruegg 1979). The colophon of the canonical Tibetan version
provides interesting information about how the *Lotus Sutra* was revered
by the Indo-Tibetan tradition at the time of its translation. The colophon
reads:

Sons of good family should go to wherever this *sūtra* exists, even crossing
over a trench of burning embers or a deep pit full of razors.
The Noble great extensive Dharma-discourse of the White Lotus of the
True Dharma—instruction to bodhisattvas, upheld by all buddhas, the
great secret of all buddhas, in the possession of all buddhas, the
lineage of all buddhas, the secret abode of all buddhas, the essence of awakening
of all buddhas, a turning of the wheel of Dharma of all buddhas, the
unified body of all buddhas, demonstrating the single vehicle-the great
skill-in-means, indicating attainments of the ultimate—is concluded.
Translated and edited by the Indian master Surendrabodhi and the great
editor translator Venerable Ye-shes-sde.\(^\text{12}\)

This colophon, comprised of an initial verse which mentions
embers and razors followed by a series of praises regarding the special
qualities of the *Lotus Sutra*, is not found among other translations of
*sūtras* in the Tibetan Kanjur. The antiquity of the initial verse found in

\(^{12}\) //gang na mdo sde 'di yod par/ /me mar mur gyi dong 'bogs shing/ /spu gri gtams las
'dzegs nas kyang/ /rigs kyi bu dag 'gro bar bya/ /'phags pa dam pa'i chos pad ma dkar
po'i chos kyi rnam grangs yongs su rgyas pa chen po'i mdo ste byang chub sens dpa'
rnams la gdams pa/ /sangs rgyas thams cad kyis yongs su bzung ba/ /sangs rgyas thams
cad kyi gsang chen/ /sangs rgyas thams cad kyi sba ba/ /sangs rgyas thams cad kyi rigs/
sangs rgyas thams cad kyi byang chub kyi
snying po/ /sangs rgyas thams cad kyi chos kyi 'khor lo bskor ba/ /sangs rgyas thams cad
kyi sku gcig tu 'dus pa/ /thabs mkhas pa chen po theg pa gcig tu bstan pa/ /don dam ba
bsgrub pa bstan pa'i mdo rdzogs so/ /rgya gar gyi mkhan po su ren dra bo d+hi dang/ /zhu
chen gyi lo tSA ba ban+de ye shes sdes bsgyur cing zhus te gtan la phab pa/ (D180b;
P205a).
the colophon of the *Lotus Sutra* is demonstrated by its modified citation among tantras and tantra commentaries attributed to late eighth/early ninth century rNying-ma authors and translators. This unique colophon demonstrates the sanctity the *Lotus Sutra* had at the time of its translation into Tibetan. Once officially translated, no further Imperially supported translations were carried out for the *Lotus Sutra* in Tibetan history. Rather, manuscripts were copied by hand or printed through carved block prints throughout the centuries. This Imperially supported Tibetan translation of the *Lotus Sutra* has been preserved up to the present day among twenty-one extant editions of the Kanjur. This official Tibetan translation of the *Lotus Sutra* also served as the base text for Tibetan scholars who studied and cited this Mahāyāna scripture as outlined in Part 2.

**Conclusion**

The *Lotus Sutra* does have a place in the history and culture of Tibetan Buddhism. Officially translated during the Imperial Era, the *Lotus Sutra* has been copied and honored as part of the Kanjur, the collected teachings of the Buddha translated into Tibetan. As illustrated in Part 2 of this essay, the *Lotus Sutra* was utilized by traditional Tibetan Buddhist scholars over the centuries for exegetical points to authenticate their commentarial viewpoints.
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